mespas R5 Fleet Management Software

Stock Control
PMS Integration
Procurement Integration
Customization
Historical Data
Reporting
Vessel-specific and
Fleet-wide

Integrated Stock Control
General Features

It's managed on-board.

General Information

Automatic Updates

It synchronizes stock level data to the office.

Company and Products

Efficient Synchronization

It's connected to procurement:
- stock is automatically updated for deliveries received and
- ROB is checked for all orders.

System and Data Security

Central Backup
User Roles

Evaluation Guide
System Requirements

Longterm Support

It's connected to PMS:
- stock levels for required parts are automatically checked.

Reporting

It can be customized for selected parts.

Planned Maintenance PMS

Classification Type
Approved

It tracks all stock movements and thus provides historical
stock level data over time.

E-Procurement

It allows for sophisticated reports per vessel and for your entire
fleet.

Budgeting

General Services
Software Development

mespas R5 Modules

Stock Control

Document Management
Form Management

Software as a Service

TMSA

Project Management
Training

Gregor Lebiecki
Area Sales Manager MESPAS AG
mespas R5's integrated stock control helps optimizing a
company's stock - not only on a per-ship-basis, but across the
entire fleet.

mespas R5 Fleet Management Software

Stock Control
INTEGRATED AND
CUSTOMIZED
The constant feedback from
the vessels, listing the parts
in stock, provides an
overview of the stock for the
entire fleet and shows which
parts are below minimum
stock.
The key issue of stock control
is to identify the fast and slow
moving parts with the
objective of establishing
optimum stock levels for each
category, thereby minimizing
cash tied up.

SYSTEM FEATURES
The mespas R5 software...
indicates stock levels by color codes.
integrates with procurement module (automatic stock updates
upon confirmed delivery).
records all stock movements.
The shipowner's office users...
define what parts are under stock control (definition valid for
entire fleet).
set minimum and maximum quantities for parts.
overview stock per vessel and across the entire fleet.
The shipowner's vessel users...
overview the vessel's stock.
manage stock movements exclusively.
initiate purchase requests.
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Manage your fleet, not just your ships...
MESPAS is a Swiss-based software solution and service
provider for managing technical installations such as marine
fleets and industrial installations.
It was founded in 2000 by marine engineers, software
engineers and venture capitalists.

